
parenting
preteen and early teen

16 Tools for Effective Parents
Being the parent of a child between
ages 10  and 14 is no easy task!
Parents, as well as the children
themselves, must get used to the
youth’s rapidly changing bodies,
mood swings, growing indepen-
dence, and challenges to authority.
No one trick or technique will work
for every parent or with every
young person. This fact sheet
offers ideas to (a) help build
positive relations between parents
and youth, and to (b) deal with
problems when they arise.

Build a positive relationship
■ 1. Listen for feelings.   When
your child comes to you with a
problem or when he or she
expresses strong feelings, it helps
to say something like, “Sounds like
you’re feeling...” It helps him or her
to know that you are trying to
understand.

Example: Your son comes home
after school and says, “The teacher
yelled at me today.” You might say,
“Sounds like you were embarrassed.”

■ 2. Remember preteen and teen
development.   Your child is going
through many changes. Growing
independence and challenges to
authority are normal. At this age,
most youth want to be independent,
spend more time with friends, and
more time by themselves. Sassing
and back talk are normal even
though you will probably want to let
your child know that it is unacceptable.

Example: If it bothers you that
your child doesn’t want to spend
as much time with you, remember

that this is normal and healthy.
Occasionally, schedule time for
you and your child, or the whole
family, to have fun together.

■ 3. Notice good behavior.   Make
praise specific and frequent. Young
people learn better from positive
actions (encouragement and extra
privileges) than from negative ones
(punishment or losing privileges).

Example: If your child does a good
job mowing the lawn, you might
say, “The lawn looks really good.
You trimmed around the trees and
put the mower away. Thanks for
doing such a good job.”

■ 4. Give a reward.   Use special
privileges and one-on-one time to
reward good behavior.

Example: If your son has argued
over chores in the past, but this
week follows through and gets
everything done, you might let him
stay up later on the weekend,

have a friend over, or take a trip
with you for ice cream or a soda.

■ 5. Plan time for family fun.
Time spent doing fun things
together helps build a reserve of
good feelings that can help you get
through hard times. Let your child
help plan family events and outings.

Example: If you are planning a
vacation, let your child order
brochures and help decide where
to stop and what to see.

■ 6. Practice reflective listening.
When you are working together
with your youth to solve a prob-
lem, stop to summarize what he or
she has said so your youth knows
you have really heard. Resist the
temptation to criticize or lecture.

Example: When your daughter
says, “I hate the way I look.
Everything looks dumb on me,”
you might say, “Sounds like you’re
pretty frustrated over the way your
clothes look on you.”

■ 7. Keep one-on-one time.
Spending one-on-one time alone
with your son or daughter can be a
special time for both of you. That
time together can let your child
know you really care.

Example: Take turns with each
child in the family for a special time.
It could be going out for a hamburger,
playing a board game, or going for
a hike or bike ride together.

■ 8. Use driving time to talk.
Most parents of pre- and early
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teens spend time driving the child
to lessons, ball games or shop-
ping. Children may be more willing
to open up in this environment
than when they are at home.

Example: On the way to basketball
practice, say to your son or daugh-
ter, "Tell me about school today,"
or ask about a favorite hobby.

■ 9. Talk about values.  Use
other opportunities, such as
discussions about what happened
at school, in the news, or on a TV
show, to talk about your values.
Don’t assume your children know
what you believe and consider
important.

Example:  After watching a TV
program in which a character got
in trouble because of a drinking
problem, you might say, “That
person is an example of why we
think it’s really important not to
drink. How do you think the
character could have handled the
problem better?”

■ 10. Hold family meetings.   Set
a specific time each week with the
family to set schedules, plan fun
events, and deal with problems.
Start with compliments and end
with a snack or game.

Example: A weekly family meeting,
perhaps after supper on Sunday
night, helps everyone get orga-
nized for the week. You might use
the time to check on whether
everyone has finished assigned
chores. Be sure to include some-
thing fun, too.

Dealing with problems
■ 11. Use “I” statements.   Let
your child know how you feel, why,

and what you want them to do. “I
feel       when you       because     .
This is what I want you to do     .”

Example: When your daughter
leaves her curling iron on, you
might say, “I worry when you leave
the curling iron on because it uses
electricity and could start a fire.
Please go turn it off right now!”

■ 12. Use natural consequences.
Let your child learn from what
happens naturally without scold-
ing, lecturing, or rescuing.

Example: When your son forgets
his gloves on a cold day, let him
find out how uncomfortable he gets
so that he will decide on his own to
remember next time. Don’t lecture!

■ 13. Use logical consequences.
Create consequences with your
child for specific rules. They should
be related to the rule broken,
reasonable, and respectful.

Example: If your daughter comes
home late in the evening after
spending time with a friend, remind
her that the consequence is not
getting to go out after supper
tomorrow. (You should have already
let her know that this would be the
consequence if she is late.)

■ 14. Solve problems together.
Work together with your child,
listening to each other’s point of
view, brainstorming solutions, and
choosing options to try.

Example: Your son received a low
grade in social studies. Sit down
together to think of ways he might
improve his grade—finishing home-
work, asking the teacher for help.
Listen to his ideas; don't lecture.

■ 15. Follow through with
decisions.   After an agreement
has been reached, simply follow
through by reminding your child
about his or her agreement.

Example: If you child has agreed
to empty the garbage after supper
and you find it still under the sink,
find your child and give a short
reminder that the garbage still
needs to be taken out. (Use as
few words as possible.)

■ 16. Wait until you are calm to
deal with a problem.   Discussing
a problem when either of you is
upset only leads to fighting.

Example: Your daughter sasses
you when you ask her to clean her
room. You’re angry but instead of
getting into a fight, you tell her
you’ll discuss her sassing after
you’ve cooled down.

It’s never too late
Remember that it’s never too late
to try new solutions to problems
with your pre- or early teen. Even
though they may think they’re
quite grown up, you still have a
number of years to influence them
and to build an even more positive
relationship. Talk to other parents
for ideas and support. Talk to your
child and work together for solu-
tions. You may be surprised to find
that when they’re taken seriously,
young people have many good
ideas. And remember, underneath
your pre- or young teen is the
same child you loved and guided
as a baby and small child. In spite
of all the challenges, the teen
years can be good years for both
you and your child.
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For more information, read Positive
Discipline A-Z: 1,001 Solutions to
Everyday Parenting Problems by J.
Nelsen, L. Lott and H.S. Glenn, from
Sunrise Books, 1-800-456-7770. Two
other publications in this series, PM
1547A and PM 1547G, are available
at  ISU Extension offices.
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DISAGREEMENTS BETWEEN
PARENTS AND TEENS
ARE NORMAL

Many parents are overwhelmed
by the responsibilities that accom-
pany child-rearing. Often, parents
believe they are solely responsible
for how their children turn out.
Many parents believe that if they
don’t do the right things, their
children won’t become
well-adjusted adults.

This misconception may cause
the normal struggles that occur
between parents and teens, in
almost every family, to take on
exaggerated importance. Parents
need to understand that although
they are very important in their
child’s life, other influences also
are important. Peers, teachers,

counselors and especially popular
public figures have some influence
on the developing teenager.

The teen’s struggle for indepen-
dence becomes a real problem
when it is viewed by teens or
parents as a struggle for control.
For many parents, the method
used to ensure that a child will
grow up “right” is to maintain
control over many aspects of the
child’s life.

Such parents choose their
children’s clothes, friends, hob-
bies, and even courses of study. As
their children grow older, they
begin to realize they can never
grow into adults without assum-
ing control of their lives. There-
fore, they begin to fight for con-
trol. They fight their parents, defy
them, demand control, and, in the
process, run the risk of angering
the parents they love.

For these children, the struggle
for adulthood is risky because they
risk losing their parents’ love. At
the same time, parents can feel
rejected and hurt by the behavior
of their once obedient and happy
children. They also are concerned
about their children’s ability to
care for themselves.

To some parents, defiant behav-
ior is proof they must have failed
as parents. The struggle is doubly
stressful when each person cares
so deeply about the other.

IT IS NOT JUST A
TEENAGE PROBLEM

Many professionals who work
with parents and teens believe that
parents’ problems also contribute
to the problems of teens. Often,
the parents of teens are middle-
aged. They may experience unrest,
discontentment, change and
self-evaluation during middle
adulthood.

During this time, many adults
ask themselves what they have
done and what they want to do.
Some adults may be depressed
because they haven't achieved
their personal or professional
goals. Others may be anxious
because they don't know what
they will do after their children
have grown and left home.

LIVING WITH YOUR TEENAGER:
Understanding the Changing Parent-Teen Relationship
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In these situations, a rebellious
adolescent may add to a parent's
feelings of uncertainty about
himself  or herself. Problems with
a child may be viewed as another
indication of failure in the adult's
life. As one father put it, the
parent-teenage relationship comes
“at the most inconvenient time.”

For some middle-aged parents,
the fact their children are
soon-to-be adults may be an
unpleasant reminder that they,
too, are aging. These middle-aged
parents may try to keep their
children dependent, despite the
fact that their children are getting
older and more independent.

FAILURE TO LIVE UP TO
PARENTAL EXPECTATIONS

Frequently, teens complain that
they can’t fulfill their parents’
expectations. Many parents have
selected a certain career, a certain
dress code, or a special college for
their child.

The farmer whose teen wants to
be a physician and not take over
the farm, or the lawyer whose teen
hopes to be a carpenter instead of
joining the firm, may be disap-
pointed or angry because their
children failed to live up to their
expectations.

Teens have to decide to lead
their own lives. Accepting the
decisions their teens make, how-
ever, can be extremely trying for
parents. Parents who reject their
adolescents when they fail to meet
their expectations might alienate
their teen.

IMPROVING THE PARENT-TEEN
RELATIONSHIP

What are some ways you as a
parent can improve your relation-
ship with your teen? First, it helps
if you recognize that teenagers
must become independent in
order to become adults, just as
they had to learn to walk and talk
to grow from infancy to child-
hood.

The first toddling steps away
from a parent and the first “No, I
won’t” are the beginnings of
growth toward independence, a
task of every child. The task can be
completed only when the child
learns to function independently
of his or her parents.

If becoming independent is the
task of children, then the task of
parents must be to help their
children reach independence by
allowing them to walk (and fall),
to talk (and make mistakes), and
to slowly take control of their own
lives.

Take a look at your role in your
relationship with your teenager.
Sometimes it may require profes-
sional help to see how you may be
contributing to a negative situa-
tion. You may need to learn ways
to cope with your life, rather than
allowing questions about your life
to get mixed up with your
adolescent's struggle for indepen-
dence.

It's common  for the changing
parent-child relationship to cause
problems in families. It is helpful
when parents are able to accept
changes and support their teens
towards independence.

Sources: Judith A. Hooper, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin - Extension,
Betsy R. Schenck, Virginia Coop-
erative Extension Service, Billie H.
Frazier, University of Maryland
Cooperative Extension
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Extension Specialist,
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Durham, NH 03824
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Using Consequences
Most people agree that children
and teens need guidance and
discipline to grow into responsible,
caring adults. Yet, parents often
are unsure how best to guide their
children—whether it is better to
punish, ignore, beg, or give up. On
the other hand, respectful and kind
discipline that has firm limits can
teach young people responsibility
and help them learn from their
mistakes. Parents can use discipline
to guide their children if they use
natural and logical consequences.

Natural consequences
Natural consequences provide a
method for children or teens to
learn from their own experiences.
The parent who uses natural
consequences does not threaten,
argue with, or give in to the child.
Rather, the parent allows the child
to discover, without outside insis-
tence, the advantages of respect
for order and following rules. The
child who experiences natural
consequences develops self-
discipline and internal motivation.
This child learns to respect order
not because of fear of punishment,
but because the child has learned
that following rules is necessary
for effective living.

An example of a natural conse-
quence is allowing a child to miss a
meal when he or she stays out until
after the family has finished the
meal. In contrast, a parent may
“rescue” the child and fix another
meal, worrying that the child will be
too hungry. However, this teaches
the child that it doesn’t matter if you
come home late for a meal—Mom
or Dad will take care of things.

On the other hand, punishment for
misbehavior can result in rebellion
against parents, especially by
teens. For example, a child who is
scolded by parents or loses a
privilege (such as watching televi-
sion) for coming home late at
mealtime may feel angry and want
to get even. Other children may not
become rebellious, but internalize
the message and see themselves
as a “bad” person, which may
result in low self-esteem.

To learn skills that will help in their
adult life, children need to discover
that something uncomfortable
happens when they don’t follow
rules. Natural consequences allow
the discomfort to occur naturally,
rather than being created by the

parent to “teach a lesson.” As one
mother explains, “When our son
does something wrong, we don’t
hit or scold him, we do nothing.
We let the situation get worse until
he becomes uncomfortable and
sees the situation has become
ridiculous. Finally he decides to
change his own behavior.”

In using natural consequences,
parents find that nature helps. For
example, a child who doesn’t eat
gets hungry; one who cheats at
games soon has no one to play

with; one who forgets homework
has to face the teacher. The teen
who leaves clothes on the floor
finds that they don't get washed.

When consequences don’t work
Parents should not use this
method when the consequence:

■ is dangerous or harmful.  The
natural consequence of a three-
year-old playing in the street is too
severe to ignore. It is not appropri-
ate to let a pet become sick or die
because a youngster who has
agreed to care for it forgets.

■ doesn’t immediately follow
misbehavior.  The natural conse-
quence of always failing to do
homework may not take place for
years, when the young person is
unable to get a good job. There-
fore, it may not be appropriate for
parents to allow a consequence to
occur.

■ is not uncomfortable or
disagreeable to the child.  For
example, a child may not hear
from a neighbor whose window
was broken when the child reck-
lessly played with a baseball.
Failing to finish household chores
may not bother the young person
as much as it bothers parents.

Logical consequences
When natural consequences don’t
work, the parent can devise a
logical consequence. Logical
consequences are arranged by an
adult but must be experienced by
the child as a reasonable outcome
for the specific misbehavior. In
other words, the consequences
must fit behavior in a logical way.

parentingparentingparentingparentingparenting
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Here are examples of logical
consequences:

■ The three-year-old who contin-
ues to go into the street must stay
indoors for the day.

■ The teen who comes in past
curfew must come in earlier for a
few nights or may lose the privi-
lege of using the family car.

■ The youngster who ignores
homework must complete assign-
ments before watching television.

■ The youth who plays carelessly
and breaks a neighbor’s window
must use allowances to pay for
repairs.

As with natural consequences,
logical consequences must fit the
misbehavior. Punishment that does
not fit may only arouse a child’s
anger or cause retaliation, such as
a child’s ignoring future requests
by the parent or doing something
else to anger the parent.

Often there’s a thin line between
logical consequences and punish-
ment. A logical consequence
delivered out of anger or with a
harsh voice probably will be
interpreted as punishment by the
child. Anger can overwhelm even
a parent’s most logical actions.

When a parent punishes a child,
the message often conveyed is:
“You better do what I say or else.”
With logical consequences, the
parent realizes that the child or teen
has the right to decide actions and
knows that breaking the rule carries
a negative consequence. The result
is good behavior when the child
sees that things will go better when
he or she decides to follow the
rules. Punishment, on the other
hand, often leads to proper behavior
only when the child is afraid of
getting caught. There’s little reason

to follow rules when parents are
absent or the misbehavior can be
hidden. Parents do not like sneaky
behavior, yet punishment often
encourages deception.

Timing
It’s difficult for parents to remain
pleasant and calm when a child’s
behavior is irritating or upsets
them. Therefore, timing is essen-
tial for natural and logical conse-
quences. Always wait until you
and the child are calm before you
discuss the misbehavior and give
the consequence. A consequence
given in anger usually will sound
disrespectful, unkind, or like a
punishment. When the misbehav-
ior occurs, you may want to say,
“I’m pretty upset right now. We’ll
talk later about the consequence.”

Most misbehavior that bothers
parents occurs over time, so there
is an opportunity for the parent to
think about logical consequences
that might curb the bothersome
behavior. Discuss concerns with
your child and possible conse-
quences for the misbehavior. Most
children can discuss rules and
consequences by age 6 or 7.
Once you’ve decided a conse-
quence, follow through.

For example, if a child breaks a
family rule about being home for
supper and comes home late, the
parent can say, “I guess you have
decided you don’t want supper
tonight.” At that point it is important
to follow through with the conse-
quence and not allow snacks.

A warning for parents
The most important job for teens is
to become gradually more inde-
pendent from parents. While it can
be challenging for parents, a teen
must gradually assume autonomy
to be able to eventually leave
home and live responsibly.

Young adults whose parents have
continually controlled their actions
often exhibit one of two kinds of
behavior. Once out of their parents’
control, some young people whose
parents have not taught them
responsibility will become “wild”
and engage in dangerous behavior.
In other words, Mom and Dad are
no longer around to make sure they
behave! In contrast, other young
people may remain emotionally
dependent upon their parents and
find it difficult to develop satisfac-
tory personal and work relation-
ships with other people.

As young people become more
independent, they should be given
more choices. An appropriate and
logical consequence for a 10-year-
old may be interpreted as punish-
ment by a teen. It is appropriate
for parents and preteens or teens
to work together to solve prob-
lems. Then a parent can make
sure agreements are kept.

Natural and logical consequences
are not the only effective ways to
discipline children. In fact, they are
not always possible nor appropriate.
If the behavior has no uncomfort-
able consequence, or if you
cannot think of a reasonable
consequence, you may need to
find another solution to the prob-
lem. Parental guidance and
discipline always should be based
on firm limits used with kindness
and respect for children.

When you use natural and logical
consequences, remember the three
R's: related, reasonable, and re-
spectful. The consequence should be
related to the misbehavior, not too
harsh, and respectful of the child's
feelings and right to ultimately choose
how to behave. If you follow these
guidelines, you can help your child
learn to make responsible decisions
and become a capable, caring adult.

For more information, read Positive
Discipline by J. Nelsen from Sunrise
Books, 1-800-456-7770.
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